
 

Prepare Data: Select both LOGs and GRIBs each time you have new 

data to be examined as that data must be cleaned/prepared. 

Plot Data: Select which plots you want displayed. The “Statistical 

Results Summary” develops every time you click analyze.  

 

Race Name:  Each set of data, or race, must be mapped on your 

computer. Simply click “New Race” and type in a name. Make sure to 

“Save” the settings once those are entered as well.  

Log Directory: click on the folder and browse to the folder location of 

where the Expedition LOG files are stored. An example file directory 

of where Expedition stores them is listed below the entry.  

GRIB Directory: click on the folder and browse to the folder location 

of where the GRIB files are stored. An example file directory of where 

Expedition stores them is listed below the entry.  

Most Recent GRIB: *most common mode* only examines the 

freshest data of each GRIB file available. EX: you have been 

downloading the GFS every 6 hrs four times a day. It will compare the 

boat’s log files to the first 6 hours of each grib file.  

Single Grib: select a single GRIB file to compare against the LOG 

data. This is helpful in determining the length of forecast accuracy for 

a particular source of GRIB.  

Stepped: You select a single GRIB file and the Statistical Results 

Summary page divides up the GRIB into blocks of time. This also 

helps you see the trend more clearly of when the forecast gets 

inaccurate. Graph/plot results is the exact same format as “Most 

Recent GRIB.” Make sure to choose the time to the right of the “GRIB 

Fixed Time” selection (6hr, 12hr, 24hr, 48hr). 

Analysis Start/End Time: make sure there are both GRIBs and LOGs 

that cover the time you have specified.  

Analysis Granularity: allows the user to adjust the level of detail it 

wants the software to examine the GRIBs and LOGs.  

Mast Height: set for exact height of mast wand above waterline 

(meters).  


